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ABSTRACT

A search for the double.beta decay of Nd. was carried eut150

using thin plastic scintillation detectors immersed in a .500 gallon

liquid scintillation anticoincidence shield.  Approximately 43 g

150of.Nd in  the  form ef
..Nd2e3

obtained  on  loan  from  the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory.was used as a source.  The experiment was

performed'585 meters underground in the relatively low radio-

active background environment.ef a salt mine.  The·count.rates.

>       17observed allow a lower limit of = 3 x 10 years to be placed on

150half-life of the decay Nd    + Sml50 + 2e- + 2  and a lower limit

18 150 150of >3 x 10 years ·for the half-life of Nd + Sm + 2e-.  A

discussion is given of the pessible interpretation of these re-

sults in terms of.lepton consarvation.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Attempts to observe.double beta decay have been made by

many experiments.using a variety ef techniques since·the origi-
1

nal werk'of,Fireman in 1948. Many times since then it has been

thought that positive identification of double beta decay.had

been obtained.  But for ene possible exceptien, later experi-

ments.have.failed to confirm these results. This.one exception

130 130is in the case ef Te    + Xe, .  Using mass spectregraphic·tech-

niques, Inghram and·Reynolds,2 and Hayden and Inghram3 were

able.to obtain·a half-life for this decay censistant with theo-
4

retical.estimates. Hewever, no experiment has yet been able

te unambigueusly detect the simultaneeus emission  of  two  elec-

trens from.a deuble beta decay seurce.

Prior te 1957 interest in deuble beta decay experiments

was giyen impetus by arguments which related the decay rate te

the   "type" ' of neutrine involved. 5     If the neutrine  were  a

Majorana particle, then the decay c6uld·occur without the emis-

sion :of·neutrinos·;.if, ·on the ether hand, the neutrino were a

Dirac particle, then the decay must occur with the emission ef

twe neutrines'(er antineutrinos) with at least a.five .order of
magnitude decrease in the decay rate.  However, changes in weak

interaction theory brought about by the discovery of parity non-

cehaervation indicate that deuble beta decay.without· the emis-

Sien ef neutrines is ruled out·.unless there is a small deviation,

-1-
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from-two-component neutrino coupling in the nucleon-lepton

interaction (as would be the case, for example, if m 00) along

with the nonconservation.of total lepton number. On the other·

hand, the absence of neutrinoless· double beta decay · does  net

guarantee lepton conservation.4,6

The neutrinoless mode of decay'is considerably easier to.

look for experimentally since all of the decay energy will be

shared  by  the two electrons ' rather than:two electrons   and·  two

neutrinos. All of the earlier counter experiments that were

energy sensitive looked only for the neutrineless mode.of

decay.  Der Mateosian.and Goldhaher, however, interpret re-

48
sults from·their recent experiment on Ca in terms of the two

7
neutrine decay mode. The present experiment·was primarily

designed to search fer the two neutrine decay mode, but is

sensitive to the neutrinoless mode as well.

A summary .of recent experimental and theoretical results

obtained·  for  the  two most likely double beta decay candidates,
48       150Ca and Nd ,    i s   given in Table   I.·

The present investigatien makes use of a much larger

amount of separated isotope (0.43 g) than has been available
in the past. This allowed ·a shorter  run  time  to  be  used  than

would otherwise have been possible·. The detection .equipment

consists of a,main detector constructed of thin plastic scin-

tillator placed inside a·large anticoincidence shield containing
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approximately·500 gallons of·liquid·scintillator.  All of the

experimental  work was ·carried  out. in  a  salt mine resulting  in

a reduction :in low energy y-ray background by.a factor of at

least. 20 and cosmic ray induced backgreund by, a facter  of

0 4 x 104 from,that·at ground:level. The·fellowing two sec-

tions describe in detail the design and operation of the equip-

ment.   The last three sections· describe the data analysis, fac.

ters influencing detection efficiency,.and.conclusions.
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2.·  EQUIPMENT DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

Main Detector.

The main .detecter assembly .is ·shewn in Fig.· 1.   The ·detec-.

tor proper was .constructed frem 3 sheets ef Pilot "B" plastic

scintillator -:twe sheets 16 in. x 16 1/2 in. x.1/8 in. and one

sheet 16 in. x 16 1/2 in. x .3/16 .in. The three sheets were

held in a plexiglas.s ·frame one above the other, .With :the· 3/16

in. sheet in the center.  E.M.I. type 6097S 2 in. photemultiplier

tubes ·viewed .,the· scinti:llators through plastic light pipes. ·of
10the type describ6d by ·Gorenstein.and Luckey.. The necessity

ef.leng'term ·stability, lew neise,. and moderately ·good resolu-
tien  determined the cheice :ef phetemultiplier tubes.    The  top

and bottom scintillater sheets were viewed by one photemulti-

plier   each.  and the. center, sheet was viewed   by two phetomult·i-

pliers·. The sourcesi  te be described later, were 10cated be-

tween the scintillater sheets.  Extentions to the plexiglass

frame holding the scintillater sheets were used to hold·the

light pipes  .in place. Optical ceupling .between  the  ends  ef

the· light ·pipes  and .the·- phetomultip].iers· was ·achieved with

Dow Corning.C-2-0057 silicene grease.  Ne. coupling material

was .used between the light pipes and scintillater sheets.      The

scintillater edges .net. viewed by. light .pipes were painted with

a white reflecting paint.

-4-.
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The detecter and.light pipes were sealed between twe sheets

ef 5 mil. Mylar clamped in. place by.three steel rings 58 in.

in ·diameter. Twe viten gaskets made a liquid tight 'seal be-

tween the, Mylar and. the steel rings.  Power .and signal connec-

tienst were made te thd detecter by ,shielded cables passing

through · a plexiglass.tube· which .extended threugh  the  top  ef

the anticeindidence..tank with th·e detecter in ·place in. the

center of .the· tank. The. eutside surfaces   of.the complete assembly

were painted with :white. epexy .paint to previde a reflecting

surface :fer the liquid.scintillator.  Pieces ef Polyurethane

foam were placed areund the light pipes te hold the detecter

in place and support .the Mylar cevers against the weight ef

the· liquid scintillater..  The Mylar covers were pressed directly

against the upper -and lewer sheets of ·plastic scintillater re-

sulting in the minimum possible amount of inert.material,located

between :the. plastic .and · liquid scintillaters:
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Anticoincidence,Guard

The anticeincidence guard was a cylindrical steel tank.

4 ft. high and 5 ft. in diameter filled with liquid scintilla-

ter. The scintillater was viewed by ene. hundred·5 in. phote-

multiplier tubes through ·plastic windows arranged ·symmetri-

cally around'the side of the tank, resulting in about 12.5%

of the tank area being covered by phetecathedes. The phete-

multipliers were heused in steel tubes welded te the wall ef

the tank and held against the.plastic,windews by steel springs.

Vitren·e-rings were used te make a·liquid tight seal areund the

windews.  Optical coupling between the phetemultipliers and·

windows was.achieved. with,Bew Cerning C-2-0057 silicene grease..

Initially the interior ef the tank was painted,with :a white

epoxy paint (Plasite 7122). Hewever, the. light ·collection .was

improved slightly· resulting .in a 10% increase in pulse height

by use·of a reflective ceating,eriginally develeped fer use

11with plastic,scintillater. An overall view .of ·the tank is

shewn.in·Fig. 2.

The liquid scintillator was made by disselving 2.5 g/liter

of·PPO (2,5-Diphenylekazele) and. 0.04.g/liter ef Dimethyl-

POPOP (1,4-Bis:[2-(4-Methyl-5-Phenylexazole)] Benzene) in

TS-28M, a selvent produced by Shell Oil Cempany. The· light

output .ef,this:scintillater.is cemparable.to that
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obtained  with  toluene ·based scintillator. Before mixing ·the,

scintillater, the solvent was decolerize.d by .passing it through

chromatographic·  alumina.

Veltage ·divider netwerks. and signal ·ceupling ·capaciters

for each phetemultiplier ·(Dument type 6364) were "petted" in

epoxy for ·protectien frem ·meisture and dirt.  High voltage was .

supplied,te all tubes   frem -a cemmen pewer supply. Individual

tubes .were.adjusted te approximately· th.e same gain by.means

ef resisters added in series with the high voltage ,leads.  No

attempt was made to eptimiz·e the fecus .electrode petential ··of

individual.  tubes. A di·agram ef ·the voltage divider netwerk

used is shewn in Fig. 3.  The .gain balancing. resistors 'were

chosen .so that · approximately the same pulse height was .obtained .
137from.a Cs seurde .when ·a 2 in. x ·1 in.. NaI(Tl) crystal was

placed against.the face of each tube.  It was later found,

however, that·individual.tube·gains could differ.by a facter.

ef twe er.more:without· greatly effecting the resolution .and

pulse height -obtained ·frem -the complete detector. This ·weuld

probably net-have been ·the case. if substantially fewer pheto-

multiplier tubes  ·had  been  used.

Signal.outputs from all phetomultipliers were connected

te a commen,signal -line threugh RG-7-1/U cable and .fed into a
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12
charge sensi,tive ,preamplifier. A simplified schematic· ef

such a'preamplifier is.shewn in· Fig. 4. A charge Q deliyered ·

te.the amplifier input will. predude a voltage.V0 at the eutput

given ty

V( = -(G Q/Cf)/(1'+ G .+ Ci/ef)

where.G is the epen-leep amplifier gain,- Cf' id ·the value ef

the feed-back capaciter, and Ci is the. value ef .the input,

capacitance te. the amplifier (in,this,case.due primarily .te

the. capacitance  ef ·the· RG-7.1/U cable).    Fer the system used,

G = 150, Cf = 330uf, Ci =.0014uf.   Nete'that -the eutput velt-

age is. effected enly slightly by the input· capacitance (hew-·

ever, the. amplifier ·noise. is preportienal te· Ci).  This is te
be centrasted to a veltage amplifier,, such as a·simple·cathede

follewer, in which the output veltage is. inversely.prepertienal

te  Ci  fer a. given charge applied te „its input.·    The  use  of  a

charge .sensitive preamplifier then allews .the use ef shielded

cable . en  ·all   of the phetemultiplier signal leads resulting   in  a

great reduction of. neise, pick-up ,and hence  a  very  noticeable··

13
improvement 'in performance ever earl·ier ·detecters of this type.
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A block diagram .ef the electronics .associated with ·the

detecter.s is .shown  in  Fig.  5. The linear amplifiers  were  ORNL

12A-8  type · with double delay-line pulse shaping·. · The·coinci-

dence unit uded zero 'cross-ever pick off' circuits with integral

14pulse height discriminaters designed by Chase.    Although use

ef the zere cross-over point ·of the double differentiated pulse

to generate.the coincidence pulses allows the use of coincidence

resolving times of.5 - 10 nsec, a resolving.time of·about 100

nsec was found to.be'quite sufficient and.required less.criti-

cal attention te circuit adjustments.

Output pulses frem the linear amplifiers were sent through

delay lines, electronically added, and displayed on a single

beam escilloscope.  A linear gate in the anticoincidence chan-

nel allowed.the output of the anticoincidence detector te be

displayed-for only 6 Usec.  This was necessary to prevent back-

ground pulses from the anticeincidence detector occurring.at                       

later times than the event of interest from overlapping the

pulses from the main detector. The anticoincidence pulse was

inverted with respect'·to the other .pulses;  this,  plus  the

presence of a. gate pedestal superimposed on the pulse, allowed

unambiguous identification of the anticeincidence pulse on the

oscillosc6pe trace.
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The oscilloscope was triggered only if pulses occurred in

detectors Bl and B2 (the center sheet of plastic scintillator

in the main detector) above a threshold energy of 0 150 kev

coincident in time with a pulse from:detector A or C (or A

and C) above '6 150 kev, and unaccompanied by a pulse from the

anticoincidence shield corresponding to an energy deposit of

250 kev or greater. Each time the oscilloscope was triggered,

the trace was photographed. on 35 mm film. The camera control

unit advanced the film after each exposure and prevented the

oscilloscope from being triggered during the time it took to

advance the film.which was.about 0.6 sec.  A schematic diagram

15                160f the adder amplifier and linear gate is shown.in Fig. 6,

and the camera control circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

All of the electronic equipment was located with the detec-

tors in a plywood "shack" constructed in a tunnel of the Morton

Salt Co.'s Fairport Harbor Salt Mine at a depth of 585 meters

(4 1300 meters water equivalent) . In order to minimize  elec-

trical interference from the mine machinery, the entire outer

surface of the shack was covered with 1/4 in. mesh hardware

cloth with all seams soldered.  Regulated ac power for all equip-

ment was sent through a filter and an isolation transformer upon

entering the shack.  A 25,000 Btu airconditioning unit operating

from a separate unregulated power line was used to.maintain the

shack temperature between  70  'F  and  74  °F.
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3.  CALIBRATION AND OPERATION OF THE EQUIPMENT

Anticoincidence Counter

Energy calibration of the anticoincidence detector was

accomplished by,observing the pulse height spectra on a 400

channel pulse height analyzer obtained from various low inten-

sity ·y-ray sources suspended in the liquid scintillator.  The

output of a mercury relay pulser was fed through the detector

amplifier and its pulse output adjusted to fall· on the y-ray

absorption peaks obtained on the pulse height analyzer.  An

energy calibration curv.e  was then constructed as shown  in  Fig.  9.

It is not clear whether the apparent nonlinearity in the cali-

bration curve at low energies is an instrumentation effect or
.

is a real effect due to the scintillator. The pulse height
17

obtained for a given source was found to be quite independent

of the position  of the source  in. the  tank; a change in pulse

height of less than 5% was .noted when the source was placed

outside of the tank rather than suspended in the center.  This

40effect  is  seen  in ·Fig.  9  for.the K point which was obtained

from the external background rather than a source. The energy

resolution  (FWHM)  of the detector was measured as 29% at 0.663

137
Me.v (Cs y) and as 15% at 2.76 Mev (total absorption of Y88

y's), as shown. in Fig. 10.

-11-
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The pulse height spectrum obtained from the detector due

to natural background in the salt mine is shown.in Fig. 11.

Two, peaks  in the spectrum are quite evident;   one  at  1.46  Mev
40 208due to K and one at 2.6 Mev, due most probably to.ThC (Tl   ).

Less prominent peaks can also be seen at % 0.6 Mev and 0 0.9 Mev
''

which also indicate the presence of ThC The  peak  at  'u  2.2

212.                   40Mev is probably due to.ThC (Bi .  ). The prominent K peak

is the result. of the petassium content  of the  salt  in  the  mine

18
of 70f7 ppm. The ThC was apparently contained in the con-

struction materials· ef the equipment and. shack, since no. peak

at 2.6 Mev was .observed.in a#x 5 in. NaI(Tl·) crystal located

outside of the equipment shack next to a tunnel wall. The·peak

was .observed, however, when the crystal was placed inside the

shack.  The integral count rate spectrum obtained from the de-

tector prior to.moving it underground is compared to the spec-

trum obtained underground in Fig. 12.  Also shown. in the figure

is the noise spectrum obtained by operating the detector under-

ground before  it  was   filled with liquid scintillator.     As  seen

from the figure, the electronics noise does not add materially·

to the count rate underground at energies greater than 0 50 kev.

Stability of the detector was checked .by observing the

40
position of the K . backgreund peak on a pulse height .analyzer

relative to.a precision pulse generator.  The detector gain.was
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found te decrease each time the main.detector was removed and

then  replaced, and continue,d te. decrease slightly fer several

weeks before  st·abilizing.  . A .total decrease in pulse height  of

23% was ·ebserved tever-a peried ef 6 1/2 months,  with:a 9% de-

crease ebserved .in the first 2 months  of · operation. ef · the detec-

ter ·with ·freshly. prep.ared scintillater.   This ·decrease in .pulse

height·  can  be  attributed ·to such effects as deterioration  of.

the reflecting paint on the :tank walls and·slew oxidation of

the scintillater selven:t  (resulting· in  increased  .light abserp-

tien), since samples ef the liquid·scintillator removed frem

the tank ever this -period :of ·time -and placed in a 1 ml test

cell  en  the  fac6  of  a  2  in. PMT showed ·no . change in pulse height.

Main.Detector Calibration

Energy calibratioh :ef the· main detector. was .accomplished

by ·ebserving the se-called "through-peaks" in. the pulse height·

spectra produced 'by relativis,ti·c cosmic-ray ·muons pass·ing threugh

the plastic scintillaters.   y-ray -source .proved 'to .be unsatis-

factery as- calibratien sources  due te the combination,of poor '

abserptien :ef the y-rays· (this .being the primary reason for the·

use  ef. thin ·plastic  scintillater)   and poor resolution.     Use  of

the internal -cenversion ,electrons frem Ba alse  proved,to ·be.
137

ef ne use since they could not be resolved from the continueus

137B spectrum ·ef the parent Cs .
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The "effective"· energy loss per .unit thickness of plastic

scintillator by ·muons  was . determined experimentally ·.by.comparing

the pulse height preduced by 0.625 ·Mev Ba electrons. with the137

muen. "through-peak"  in a given thickness· of plastic scintillater.

For.these tests ·twe 5 cm·diacs ef Pilot ·B scintillator. were used;

one disc 0.·665 cm thick plac.ed on the face .of a Dument 6364 5 in.

PMT.and ene disc 0.310 cm thick placed on the face of an E.M.I.

6097S 2.in. PMT.  A small amount.of Csl37 was deposited on a

0.25   in.   disc ef aluminized mylar .glued  to   a   0.5 in·. aluminum:

diac.:    The  face.of the· seurce was covered  by  a .thin · layer  of

flat-back paint. The source was placed at ·several points·  en

the  faces  of the scintillater dis.cs  and  the. average. pulse height

determined by means of a 400 channel pulse height.analyzer.  Muon

threugh-peaks were then obtained from ·each ef .the scintillator·

discs  in turn by.gating ··the pulse height .analyzer by a  3.in.

dia.· x.4 in. thick liquid· scintillater positioned about'5 in.

above the plastic disc. The·resulting·spectra were then com-.

pared ·te the electron spectra. Measurements were· made with  and

without an aluminized mylar'reflect:or placed over the scintil-

lator discs·. The results ef the measurements were self consis-

tent and yielded an "effective", dE/dx.ef.1.8 Mev/gm/cm2 with an·
2estimated probable .error of * 0.05 Mev/*m/cm . This result is

in excellent agreement with the actual measured energy less of
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minimum. ienizing muons in plastic scintillator.
19

The threugh-peak :energies :for the three plastic scintil-

lators   in  ·the main dete.cter  wdre   calculated   frem  the   above   te

be. as fellows:   Fer scintillater A (average thickness.0.310 cm),

0.·57*0.02 Mev; fer scintillater B'(0..460 cm), 0.85*0.02 Mev;,

and.fer·  scintillater-C.(0.350   cm),    0.64*0.02.  Mev.

Unifermity ··ef · response .ef the plastic scintillaters  was .

determined by gating the pulse height analyzer  by  a.3 in. ceunter

placed directly ab6ve. a given· section  ef. a scintillater sheet.

Fer·the 1/8 in.·thick ,plastic sheets (ceunters A and C), the

pesitiens.ef the· maxima· in the through-peak:spectra remained

constant· within 12·% as the. ceincidence .counter was ·meved te

varieus.positions ever the sheets. An. errer in: the fabricatien

ef.the   light   pipes:  used  with·  the   3/16 ·in. ceunter resulted  in.

peer.light collection from the regions near the sides ef the

scintillater.  Fer·this-detectgr, the pulse height frem each

ef the twe PMT's viewing the scintillater was found,te·shift

about .30%· as the ceincidence counter was moved from the center

te  a  side edge,·- and·abeut  15% as it was meved from  the  edge

viewed  by a ·light  pipe  te the center ··ef ··the  sheet.    An  "everall"

through peak was ebtained fer ·each sheet ef scintillater by

gating the analyzer from:the scintillater directly above.er

belew the ene. beihg.analyzed.   The· HWHM resolution as measured .
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en the lew .energy side ef.the spectra thus ·obtained ·was feund

te.be 32%. fer scintillaters  A  and  C, - and abe.ut 50% fer. scintil-

later B.  Typical threugh-peaks.obtained.are shown,in Fig. 12.

With the detecter located  underground,·   it was.,net practi-

cal to obtain the through-peak spectra en a pulse height ana-

lyzer because.  ef  the ·leng run times· involved ( several ·days  fer

ea:ch ef the 4 detector: outputs). Instead,,the. spectra were

recorded en.film:by -triggering  the· oscillescope whenever  an

energy  deposit  >0100  Mev. eccurred  in  the anticeincidence detec-

tor. Fer these.data, the voltage to. the anticoincidence· detec-

tor PMT's ·was.reduced. from,1300  v  to.750 ·v in erder ·te .observe

high energy events witheut 'amplifier overloading.     The  film -

thus ·ebtained ·was then scanned fer events in which .a pulse

appeared ·from ·all four main. detector outputs.  The spectra

ebtained in this way.were .in ·geed'agreement·with the threugh-

-                             peak spectra ebtained abeve greurid.. Threugh-peak spectra were .

ebtained -underground at approximately ·two. week intervals   while

the detector was in operation.

The threugh-peak calibrations.were later. checked .using a

Bi seurce. The · decay ·product. ef Bi207, Pb207 , hasa leng
207-,

lived isemeric .state.that internally converts to give a 0.97

20Mev·electren.in· the absence.ef a,continuous B backgreund.

Using this source,:it was feund that the through-peak energies

.
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calculated above were  from 5%  to  10%  low.    For.the  final  data ·

analysis,. a 5%.correction was made to the calibratiens of.the·

detecters, giving threugh-peak energies ef 0.60 Mev for detec-

tor A,  0.89 Mev.- for .detecter B,  and 0.67: Mev· fer detector C..

A check  ef the detecter stability' was ..made..once · or twice

during the exposure ef each 100-ft rell.of data film using a

pulsed light source meunted inside ef.the detector assembly.

The light .seurce used ·was. the field emission type. developed
21at.Lawrence:Radiation Laboratory. Frem 25 te 50 frames ·of

film :were.exposed using.the pulsed light source to illuminate.

the scintillators.at the beginning and/or end of each roll of

film. The  detector.s ·were feund  te  be very stable. No change

in pulse height greater than that expected from the amplitude

jitter of the light· seruce was,observed.from.one rell ef film

to  the  next.·· The ·light seurce was,alse  used.to·provide  time

ceincident pulses frem the detecter outputs for use in adjusting ,

the. ceincidence channels · for equal time .delays.     The  high  volt-

age.pulser used te-drive the light source is. shown in,Fig. 13.

Preparatien of,Double Beta Decay Sources

Seurces were prepared frem
Nd203 enriched-te (92.5*0.1)%

Nd ebtained .en ·lean ' from tlie. Stable Isetepe Division  of  the
150

Oak·Ridge Natienal Laberatery.  Ne attempt was made at chemical

purificatien,of ·the. Nd2 3 sample,. Spectrographic analysis of
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the  sample · furni·shed  by.  Oak · Ridge showed its chemical purity  to

be greater than 98.5%, with definite.trace amounts of Ca, Mg,

La, Pr,- and Sm.present.  300· mg.. samples of.the Oak Ridge
Nd203

and unseparated Nd203 obtained·from two commercial sources'were

'

checked for B acti·irity using a.plastic scintillator disc 1 1/4 in.

dia.  x  1/4 ·in.  thick 'surrounded.by a NaI(Tl) anticoincidence

shield. No ·detectable . activity was feund  in  the Oak Ridge sample

(less than,0.1 count/min. above 0.6 Mev).  However, considerable

activity was found in.one· ef the commercial samples (4.8*0.5

count·s/min. above 0.6 Mev), and slight activity in the other

(0.35*0.15 counts./min abeve 0.6 Mev). The·chemical purity of

both commercial samples was. claimed-to·be better than 99.9%.

The double beta decay sources consisted of four.8 in. square

bags made frem 1 mili Mylar each..centaining 13.5 gm·of·Nd2030

The  Nd203  fer  each  bag. was. first ground, te  a fine powder  and.

mixed with 7.2·cc of .distilled water and 0.5 cc ·of Kodak "Photo-

Flo  200"  solution·,·. mAking a.thick paste.    This  was then placed..

in ·the Mylar   bag and. spread   inte   a   uni form layer.       The·  bags
22were  sealed  with  a heat ·sensitive adhesive tape. Most of the

water was all6wed·te.evaperate through.the Mylar before the

sources were.placed 'in.the· detector.     The four sources contained

150a tetal of (42.9&0.2) gm of Nd
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"Dummy." sources were also made. using the same type of Mylar

bags.but containing 3 sheets of·5 mil. Mylar to give approximately

the same mass as the Nd203 sources.  The same amounts of water and

"Photo-Flo"  as  used ·in. the·
Nd203

sources  were also placed  in  the

Mylar sources. The average thickness  of .the four Mylar sources

was·(62.5*0.5)  mg/cm2'as  compared·te·(63.2fo.5)  mg/cm2  for the

Nd2 3 sources at the time the sources were placed in the detector;

additional water evaporatien reduced these values to about   50  mg/
2

cm by,the end·of the experiment.  From the rate of water evapo-

ration.from.the sources'observed before the sources were placed

in the detector.,  it is  felt that most,  if not. all,  of ·this  loss '

occurred during a ten day period of calibration runs preceding the

first data run.

The experimental data were obtained in three runs of ap-

proximately. equal lengths  of  time. The first·  run  was  made  with

the  four, Nd203 sources placed side ·by.side between scintillators

B and C and four.Mylar dummy·sources between.scintillators A and

B.  In the second run, the positions·of the Nd203 and dummy·

sources were interchanged, and the third and final run was made

with dummy sources located between both pairs·of scintillators.

60At·the· end.of the third ·run, data were also obtained with Co

40
K   sources.placed in.the anticoincidence detector directly on

top of the main detector in order to investigate the effects ef

knewn·sources of backgreund.



4.  DATA ANALYSIS

The ·oscilloscope record. film was scanned for pulse height,

information on semi-automatic film scanning equipment.(a modi*

fied Benson-Lehner.Model F·System). This film scanning equip-

meht determined·the x- and y-coordinates of the peaks of each

of the five pulses and a reference point on the base line for

each film frame relative to.an arbitrary origin, and recorded

this  information .on  punched ·paper  tape.

Each.100-ft. roll of film centained 1500,to 1600 ·frames

of  .double  beta · or through-peak   data. plus   50 ·to  100  frames.  of

calibration and light-pulser data. The· calibration .data. con-

sisted of several frames containing·traces with no signal pulses

se that the pedestal superimposed.upon·the anticoincidence

pulse and any irregularities  in the base-line could be com-

pensated, and traces with .pulses ·from a precision pulse gen-

erator for,pulse height .calibration.     As  ·the  film was .being

scanned, appropriate code.numbers were entered by hand on the

paper.tape to identify ·the type·ef data being read. Typical

escilloscope trace photographs ·are shown in.Fig. 14.

Analysis of the data. contained on the paper tape was done

by  the Case. Univac ·1107  high ·speed digital computer .    As  the

informatien was 'read from the paper tape, it was.checked for

-20-
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such errors.as  mispunched characters and improper character

sequence,,edited, and stored on magnetic tape for future pro-

cessing: Details ·of these operatiens are given in Appendix A.

If desired, a preliminary analysis. of the data .ceuld also· be

made.at this time.  The data were read into the computer by.

individual 'runs,  each  run ·consisting ·of  data  ·obtained · frem

one er twe rolls of film and identified by a four digit number

consisting of.the month:and· day that the film was·.exposed.

Through-peak data.was· further·identified .by the number "6"

preceding the run number.. Data: from.any selected number of

runs  could. be retrieved from magnetic tape and·ptocessed

together.

Processing .ef the deuble beta decair.data. censisted of

searching the· recorded data for events. that  produced.pulses

in beth.phetomultipliersviewing the center scintillator in

the main detector (Bl and 82 signals) and.a pulse from the                 ·,

top  (A signal) or bettem (C, signal) scintillator unaccempanied

by an anticeincidence (D signal)· pulse, with pulse height ·re-

quirements being imposed.  on each pulse. An event would  also

be accepted if it met·all requirements except that both A and·

C pulses were present provided t] at either the A or C pulse·

was ··less ·than·an.acceptable ·"feedthrough" level.   All of the

requirements .on.the sizes of ·the· pulses for an acceptable event
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ceuld be changed.  fer each analysis. It was alse pessible te

change·the pulse height calibratiens,fer individual runs during

analysis.  The fellewing pulse height spectra were then cal-

culated. and.pletted: The spectra frem·detecters A and B,(Bl

and 82 combined) unaccempanied by pulses in detector C above

the feedthreuch level and the.spectra from detectors:B and C

unaccempanied by.A pulses abeve.the feedthreugh level, all

unaccompanied by anticeincidence pulses larger than a given

height.

The pulse height correlations·between detectors A and.

B fer ne C,.B and.C fer ne A,.and Bl and·82 fer all.acceptable

events,were alse calculated. The pulse height cerrelatien is

defined  in the .sense  ef a cross-cerrelatien between samples;

fer  example,  i f  xi  and Yi represent the pulse .heights  in  de-

th
tecters X and Y·fer the i event recerded, then the pulse

height cerrelatien between detecters.X and:Y weuld be ·given

fer N events by

NExiy·-(Ex.)·(Eyi)

CXY.= [NE(x2i)-(Exl 2ll/2[NE(yi)2-(syi)211/2  '

where the summatiens.extend from i =.1 te i = N.

Through-peak runs·were precessed in the same manner,

except  that  the enly requirement fer·an acceptable .event was..

the presence ef pulses frem all.feur main detecter outputs
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abeve a given threshold,  usually chosen as either 0.05 Or

0.1 Mev. Pulse height spectra for each detector eutput were

then plotted.  Correlation coefficients between events from

detectors A and C and between Bl and 82 were calculated enly

during preliminary analysis of the through-peak data.

During the data runs the. pulse height .selectors  on the

coincidence unit ·were set to accept pulses greater than 150

kev to 200 kev from the main detector, and the anticoincidence

level was chosen as 0 250 kev. By making test.runs in·which

the coincidence circuit was triggered ·by a pulse .generator,

it was found that the anticoincidence channel on the. film was

free enough of accidental pulses to allow an anticoincidence

level of 50·kev to be imposed during the computer data.

analysis  with  less  than  1%  loss  of "real" events,    The  coin-

cidence.acceptance levels were set at 300 kev for the final

data analysis in order te minimize the effects of variations.

in pulse height selector settings for the three series of runs.

Results of the final·analysis of each run are summarized

in Table II. The A,B count rates and pulse height .correlations

are for A·Bl·B2·D events with no pulse in the C-channel greater

than 100 kev, and the B,C count rates and correlations are for

Bl·C·B2·D .events with no A-channel·pulse greater than 100 kev.

The negative pulse height correlations are censistent

both with double beta decay events and with a y-ray background,
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since in beth cases.a high energy electron in ene detector

weuld tend te be accempanied·by a lewer,energy electron in an

adjacent detector.  Possible.sources ef background events are.

discussed later.  Feur runs ef the.first run:series exhibited

pesitive pulse height ·cerrelatiens and were net : included ·in

the tetal analysis.  All·runs fer which the A,B,er B,C cein-

cidence ceunt rates differed by mere than 2.5 standard:devia-

tiens.frem the ayerage rates fer the run.series were also

arbitrarily eliminated frem the final analysis. This resulted,

in the eliminatien ef·twe additienal runs frem the first run

series and three ·runs: frem the third :run series. Asindicated

in Table.II,.the elimination ef these runs caused·ne appreciable

change·in the tetal ceincidence·ceunt rates.  It is net·surpris-

ing that several bad runs should be encountered·during the first

run series since , there was,a considerable ameunt ef "de-bugging"

ef the .film .reading and paper tape handling equipment during

this,time.

Integral sum ceunt rates for the.three seurce cenfigu-

rations are tabulated in.Table III. Alse given in·Table ·III

60. 40
are the ceunt rates.obtained ·with .Co and K.  seurces lecated.

en tep ef the main detecter. The "seurce in" and "seurce eut"

integral pulse height ceincidence, or sum, spectra are·shewn

in Fig. 15.  Difference, or seurce asseciated, coincidence

spectra.are shown.in · Fig.   16.,



5.  DETECTION EFFICIENCY

In·order te estimate the efficiency.ef.the detecters fer

double beta decay.eventsi it is necessary.to assume.energy·

and. angular distributions  fer the decay electrens. The dis-

4
tributions used were these calculated:by Primakeff and·Rosen.

Fer the twe neutrino decay mode, the probability ef.ene

decay.electren having kinetic energy between El.and Ei+dEI

and:the other having kinetic energy between E2 and E2+dE2 is

given -by

P2(El'E2)dEldE@=Const.(Ee-El-E2)5(El+1)2(E2+1)2,      (1)
<

subject te the condition that El+E2 = E0, where Ee is the kinetic

energy release.ef the deuble beta decay. Units are chesen such,

that c= % =m = 1.  The kinetic energy distributions ferelec.

either of the,decay electrons·and fer the sum ef·the kinetic

energies ef beth electrons are ebtained by integrating equa-

tion (1) ever the appropriate.energies, giving

p g(E i) dEl =
Censt.(Ee-Ei )6(El+1)2    [(Eo-El) 2+8(Eo-El)+28]d.El'      (2)

fer the single.electren kinetic,energy distributien, and

P (E)dE = Censt.(E -E)5(E4+10E3+4@E2+6@E+30)E,        (3)
<

with E·= E +E  = E , fer the sum kinetic energy distributien.1 2. e

The -d,gular cerrelatien function is given by.

fs..$1  2
(2(El'E2,0)·(1/2)sinede 2  1 - (E,+1)(En+1)   ·(1/2)ainede

1/2 1/2  1 -  C
   (El2+2El)   (E22+2E2)

=11- cese ·(1/2)sinede,       (4)
(El+1)'(E2+1)

-25-
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+ +
where Pl and P2 are the electron momenta, and e is the angle

between·the two electron momenta.  The quantities (2(El'E2'0)

·(1/2)sinede.and P(El'E2)dEldE2 are sensitive to the approxima-

tions.made for the matrix elements of·the "intermediate"

nucleus lying between the parent and final nuclei. However,

Rosen has shown that the shape of the sum kinetic energy dis-
"

tribution, P2(E)dE, is fairly independent of this·and other

approximations made in the calculation23.  The kinetic energy

distributions.given by equations.(2) and (3) are shown in Fig. 17.

For the neutrinoless mode of decay, all of the decay energy

is shared by·the two electrons with a kinetic energy probability

distribution given by

Po(El,E2)dEldE2 ='Censt.(Ei+1)2(E2+1)2A(El,E2)

·6(Eo-El-E2)dEldE2'

Or

Po'(El)dEl = Const:(El+1)2(Eo-El+1)2A(E  E -E )dE -    (5)1' 0  1   1'

where                                       ,

F 2 2   2Pl P2
2  2

A(El,E2) - Const.   Pl  + P2  + (El+1)(E2+1) 

F 2 2(E 2+2E )(E 2+2E ) 72   1 1 2 2 1       -=  Const.  I E   +2E +E +2E  +
L 1 1 2 2

(El+1)(E2+1)
1.

J
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The angular correlation function is given by

Co(El'Ed-El'0)·(1/2)sinede =

E12+E22+4El+4E2+2(ElE2+1)

(E12+E22+2E1+2E2)(El+1)(E2+1)+2(El+2Ei)(E2+2E2)

.(El+2El)1/2(E2+2E2)1/2cose   ·(1/2)sin@de. (6)
The single .electron kinetic energy distribution given  by . equa-

tien (5) is shewn in Fig. 18; the sum.energy·distribution is,

of course,·a delta-functien at E ·.
0

The decay.energy, E6' must be determined·from·mass·spectro-

graphic data. A recent direct measurement ef ·the Nd - Sm150 150

mass difference.gives E· = (3.384 * 0.004) Mev for the. doublee
150 24

beta decay of·Nd This value is significantly less than·

25the·previously obtained.value of (3.65 * 0.10) Mev, but in .

excellent agreement with.the value of (3.45 k 0.18) Mev obtained·

26from the. adjusted relative nuclidic mass tables of K8nig, et al·

Fer calculatienal purposes the value E0 = 3.4 Mev·will be used.

The value of Ee used. to calculate the half-lives given.in Table I

was 3.7 Mev; using Ej = 3.4 Mev would incr.ease the·quoted half-

lives·by a facter of % 2.4,6

Other factors to be considered in calculating the detectien

efficiency·are:

(1) finite lew energy cutoff,
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(2) detector resolution,

(3) energy less and scattering in the:source, and

(4). electrons passing into a second·plastic scintillater

sheet or the anticoincidence·detecter.

The effects of (4) will be mere.important fer the neutrinoless

decay mode,since the.average energy of the decay electrons.is

greater.

Detector efficiencies for beth decay modes were estihated .

by Monte Carle·calculations, the.details of which are given in.

Appendix B.  The efficiencies were calculated for several values

ef the individual·electron low energy cutoff,  Ed' and.the low

energy cuteff..impesed en the sum ef the twe electron energies,

>

Es' where Es = 2Ed Results .ef 'these calculatiens are summarized

in Table IV.



6.  CONCLUSIONS.

Background·Events·

The most probable cause of·background.events·would appear

te be due to Compton scattering of y-rays in one of the .plastic

scintilldters giving rise to a Compton,electron.able.te pene-

trate.into an adjacent scintillator. It was·estimated that a

comparable.number of·background·events.could also be.expected

from double Compton scatterings·in two adjacent scintillators.

Hewdver, measurement showed:that the count·rate due to double.

Compton events accounted ·for no mere than one-third :of the

total background. With the energy discrimination levels at

g 250 kev, the A·Bl'82 and Bl'82'C rates were 0.3 counts/minute,
the A•C rate was % 1 count/minute, and·the A·Bl·B2·C rate was

0 0.3 count/minute.

Differential sum spectra obtained.from the three series

of ·runs all shewed a definite peak between   1   and   2   Mev.      The

60      40
differential A+B spectra obtained with Co and K seurces

are compared·with the background spectrum obtained with the.

60     40
dummy Mylar sources in Fig. 19.· Neither the Ce   or K spectra

show  a  peak  in  the vic inity  of  1.5  Mev; the peaks  at  %  1  Mev

are probably due to the energy discrimination levels, which

were set at 0.3 Mev during the analysis. These results indi-

cate that y-rays with energies greater than 1.5 Mev, perhaps

-29-
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frem ThC", accounted  for a large  part  of the observed back-

ground.  This is rather surprising in view of the fact that

the count·rate.between 1.2 and 1.8 Mev observed in the anti-

coincidence detector was almost an order of·magnitude greater

than ·the ceunt rate between 2.2 and 2.8 Mev, as can be seen

from Figs. 10 and 11.

The anticoincidence·shield.was found·to be.extremely

60
effective against the.Co source, as indicated by.a (A and/or

C)·Bl·B2 count·rate of 1158/minute compared to a (A and/or C)'
1

- 40.Bi·82-D count rate of 17/minute.  For the K source,, these

rates were 273/minute and 87/minute respectively.  These rates

were obtained with the main detector energy discrimination

levels at 'u 160 kev, and the anticoincidence discrimination

level at, 250 kev.   The high .degree of discrimination against,

60
the Co y-rays   is  due  to  the  fact ·that · if  one. of  the  two

y-rays is absorbed in the.main detector the other.is still

available for interaction in·the anticeincidence detector,

since the probability· of.both y-rays interacting  in .the  main

detector is quite small.  In the normal data runs (i.e. with-

40       60out,the K:  and Co sources), the count rates with and with-

out anticoincidence differed by a factor of 1.8 with the same

energy·restrictions as abeve. This would tend to.indicate

that at least part of the background·arose from a small
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ameunt ef -radioactive contamination contained within the

main detector itself; this might also account in part for the

difference-in A,B and B,C count rates given in·Table II.  It

is·interesting te note in this respect that·in preliminary

tests carried out above ground using a different.main.detec-

tor  housing,  the B,C count·rate·was found  to  be a factor  of

about·1.5 higher than the A,B rate.

The Nd 0 used as a Nd source was known to contain a150
23

138trace of La amounting te less ·than .0.04%. La undergoes

EC   and B- decay  with a half-life  of  1.1  x 10 yr, emitting
11

0.21 ·Mev  B ·-particles and non-coincident y-rays  of  0.8  and

1.4 Mev. This could·account for no more than 'u 5 Y-rays
20

per hour being produced·within the source itself (La contains

138)                                       40about 0.09% La     . Even,extremely minute ameunts of K

or. any  of.the  Ra  or Th decay series y-emitters present  in  the

Nd203 or any of the materials in the.immediate vicinity of the

plastic scintillators could preduce a significant number of

background events.  The presence of a-particle emitters would

appear te present no problem beeause of the extremely short

range of the a's for any reasonable energy.
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Half-life Limits

The half-life corresponding to an observed count rate

AN/At can be calculated .using the relation

Tl/2 = 0.69N/(AN/At),

where N is the number of nuclei available for the decay.

Including the detection efficiency, E, and evaluating N for

43g of Nd , this becomes
150

19
T    = €(1.37 x 10  )/An years, (7)1/2

where An is the number of counts observed in one hour.

The half-lives corresponding to the Nd source associated
150

count rates obtained from Table III for several values of Es

are given in Table V. Also included are the half-lives for

the neutrinoless decay mode calculated from the A,B rates ob-

tained when all A·Bl·B2·D events were accepted regardless of

any energy deposit in detector C. Although the count rates were

about 50% greater under these conditions, the detection effi-

ciency is increased by a factor of % 2. The half-lives listed

in Table V are consistent with a half-life limit of

>       17
Tl/2 =3 x 1 0   years

for the two neutrino decay mode, and

18
Tl/2

> 3 x 10 years

for the neutrinoless decay mode.
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Significance ef the Results

Although the data are censistent with. a positive result

for the two neutrino mode of decay, the observed half-life

is at least an erder of magnitude belew even the most eptimis-

tic theoretical estimates. It is of ceurse pessible that the

observed results are due to double beta decay, but in view. ef

the large uncertainty in the knowledge of the effects,of vari-

ous seurces ef backgreund, it would appear te this writer

that this.is rather unlikely.  Instead, the half-lives quoted

above should be considered only as upper limits imposed by

the ,experimental cenditiens.

On the question ef lepton conservation, Greuling and

Whitten have shown that a comparison of experimentally ebserved

decay rates for two neutrino and ne neutrine double beta decay

allows an upper limit to be set on the mass.ef the electron

6
neutrino. If X2 and A  are the decay rates for the two neutrino

150
and neutrineless decay medes respectively, then fer Nd decay,

12   (T   )1/2 e
-               (1.3 x 10-5)/M\12,        (8)
Ae - (Tl/2)2

where  M    is the. ratie  ef .the neutrino to electron mass. Assum-V

ing that

(T   )    3 x 1018
1/2 0 years

and
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17
(T ) =3 x 1 0 years,1/2 2

then from Eq. (8),

Mu = 1.14 x 10-3 = 580 ev.

This limit is about 2.5 times greater than that set by Langer

3            27
and Moffat from their study of H  beta decay.

As stated in the introduction any effect able to produce

a small deviation from two-component coupling in the nucleon-

lepton interaction, can give rise to neutrinoless double beta

decay. The weak interaction Hamiltonian is of the form

H = const. (*p Yl'(1+nY5)11'n)(37eYM(1+75)0),       (9)

where * , Wn' We' 0 are the proton, neutron, electron, and

neutrino fields, respectively, the y 's are the usual Dirac
P

matrices, and Y5 = Yl 72 73 74 The. value of n is known to be

slightly greater than unity, indicating a deviation from the

bare nucleon current expected from the universal Fermi interac-

28
tion of Feynman and Gell-Mann. If a similar variation is

assumed for the lepton current, then the lepton part of the

interaction can be written as

We Yki(1+EY5)0 '
where E = 1+6.  Here 6 represents the deviation from pure two-

component neutrino states which could give rise to incompletely

polarized neutrinos.  If the neutrinos are not 100% polarized,

as ibdicated by 640, then neutrinoless double beta decay is

not forbidden and leptons are net conserved.  Greuling and
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6
Whitten  have related the magnitude of 6 (assumed to be small)

to ratio of the two neutrino and neutrinoless decay rates. For

the decay of Nd , this relation is
150

62 <          -6= (1.1 x 10  ) (T ) /(T ) (10)
1/2 2 1/2 0'

With the half-lives given above, this gives

2 <         -76  = 1.1 x 10

0r

/6/   3.3 x .10-4.

This limit on the magnitude of 6 loses some of its signi-

ficance in view of the remarks given above on the meaning of the

experimental results.  If the observed value of (T )  is
1/2 0

21 2assumed to be "real" and the theoretical value of 10 years

-2*1is chosen for (Tl/2)2' then one obtains the result /6/ % 10
It .is interesting to note that a value of /6/ # 10 would not

-2

affect present experimental results obtained from first-order weak

interactions. The available  data  on the longitudinal  pelari-

zation of single beta decay .electrons is in fact not incon-

sistent with /6/ # 0.1.  Also, the result /6/ = 0.1 was recently

obtained  .at   CERN   from an experiment   on the preduct ion of muons

by neutrines.
29



APPENDIX A. DETAILS OF

THE DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAMS

As described in sect ien 4, the.data film was scanned on a

semi-automatic system that digitized the pulse coordinates and

recorded the results on punched paper tape.  A view of the film

reading censele is shown in Fig. Al. The sequence of readings

made. en each frame of film and the :paper tape cede are shown

in Fig. A2.  Measurements were made at each of the indicated

points regardleis of whether or net a pulse appeared en the

trace. If no definite pulse was apparent on the anticoincidence

pedestal,  then  the. "D" ·reading  was  made  at .any point  on  the

pedestal that. would  give the greatest pulse height.    Each x-  or

y-coordinate of each pulse was punched on the paper tape in a

three digit binary-coded decimal format followed by a special

end  ef word symbol, deneted hereafter  by  "CR".     The  last  word .

entered  fr,om each frame, the y-coordinate  of the reference

peint,.. centained feur digits rather than three. The fourth

digit was the last digit .from a counter that was advanced auto-

matically at the end of each frame.  This counter·was manually

set to. agree  with the frame number  of the first data frame.

Special control words that acted as instructions te the

computer were entered on the paper tape by a manual key punch.

-36-

-                                           -
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These contr.ol er "code" werds censisted ef five digit numbers

followed by a "CR" symbol. Their format and functien is as

follows:

1XXXXCR-  The following information will be deuble beta

decay.data. XXXX is the run number.

2XXXXCR-  The following information will be pulser cali-

bratiens. XXXX is the pulser settings in units

-4
of 10 Volts.

30000CR-  The following infermation will be base line

calibrations.

4XXXXCR- Frame number check.  XXXX is the number of the

next frame to be read. This code word is entered

at the beginning ef each run, whenever frames are

skipped, and ·after every .100 frames  or  so.

5YYXXCR- Errer cerrection. XX .gives the number of previous .

data werds to be ignered (=10), YY gives the num-

ber ef previous data frames te be ignered (=50).

Either  the  XX  or  the .YY field  must  be  00.

6XXXXCR-  The following information will be through-peak

data. XXXX is the .run number.

70000CR-  Light pulser data follews.

80000CR-  End of deuble beta decay er through-peak.data for

a given run.
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9XXXXCR-  Ehd of all information (data and·calibrations)

from a given run. XXXX = 9999 if the last run

en tape, 0000 if a new run follows (used with

through-peak runs).

The paper tape was read inte the Case Univac 1107 Computer

and the information transferred te magnetic tape.  Pregram ceding

30
i was done in 1107 ALGOL.    A simplified flow chart of the data

transfer pregram is given .in Fig. A3.  As the data were being

read  from the paper  tape   it was. checked . for the proper fermat,

i.e.   a  series of .eleven three-digit werds followed  by  a  four

digit werd, and for mispunches (or misreals) as indicated by

nen-numeric  or CR characters.     All . five-digit words  read  were

taken to be code words; this caused some problems because.the

paper.tape reader would occasionally read the same paper tape

character more.than ence.  Diagnostic messages were printed

eut upen enceuntering code words, improper data formats, and

impreper characters. A sample .printeut is shown in Fig. A4.

"TLC" and "Time-Line Cbunter" 'in Fig. A4 refer to the fourth

digit in the .last word,entered frem each data frame; the .end

ef a data frame was signified by the. presence of a .four digit

·     word.

The only y-coordinates utilized in.the data analysis were

D(y)  and Bl(y) ; these coor.dinates .were used to determine if

the .anticoincidence pulse, if any, had ·the proper time relatien-
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ship with respect to pulse Bl.

Calibration factors.fer each detector were read by the.

program from punched data cards.  These factors were.combined·

with the pulser and base-line calibration data to determine

the cenversion factors necessary to ebtain the .pulse heights

in kev frem each detector. These cenversion factors.were

recorded .with the run number .at the. beginning of :the data en

the magnetic tape.

The data were recorded en the magnetic tape in 253-werd

"blecks". The first·word in each bleck was the run number.

Data read frem the paper tape fer each film frame was compressed

inte two ten-digit numbers ef the .form

1 X X X X X X . X X X 2 X X X X X X X X X,-j,- L--1--1 , L+-r-J V--4--*w' L*y-4

D(x)   D(t) A(x) Bl(k)   C(i)  82(x)

where D(x), A(x), ---, B2(x) are the "uncenverted" absolute

values ef the pulse heights with base-line corrections included,

and D(t)  is the "unconverted" time between pulses D and Bl.

The conversion factors described above were used during data

analysis te convert these quantities to pulse heights in kev

and time in microseconds, respectively.  The remaining 252

words in each data bleck centained data frem 128 film frames

in the form of the above ten-digit .numbers. If there were in-

sufficient data.to completely fill the last data block, then
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the  block .was filled with zeros. An end-of-file mark was re-

corded on the tape at the end of each run.

Rather than positioning the magnetic tape to the end of

existing information at the beginning of each new paper tape

run,   all data .previously recorded on magnetic  .tape was trans-

ferred to a new tape and the new information added to the end

of this tape. In this way a minimum of data would be lost in

the event of a malfunction of the magnetic tape system.  At

the end of each run transferred from paper tape, the magnetic

tape.was positioned to the beginning of the run.just recorded

and  the  data  read and listed  on  the high speed printer..     "Sum-

checks". for each ,block of data were computed and listed both

during the transfer of data from the "old" to the "new" mag-

netic tape and during the recording of new.data on the tape.

The. sum-checks were obtained by adding together the last five

digits and the first five digits of all data words in the .block.

If desired, a preliminary analysis ceuld be made of the

data as it was being transferred from paper to magnetic tape.

Whether or not the analysis was performed,was determined by

the  value  ( "true"  or " false")   ef a Boelean variable  read  from

a data card. The analysis was dene in the same manner as des-

cribed below, except that it was not necessary to use magnetic

drum storage and ·the pulse height. limits were fixed at 200 kev
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for the coincidence gates, 50 kev for the anticoincidence gate,

at 100 kev for pulse feedthrough.

After the data were recorded on magnetic tape, any number

of runs could be retrieved and analyzed together. A .simplified

block diagram of·the analysis program is.shewn in Fig. A5.  The.

analysis. consisted of sorting the data for events that were con-

sistent with the imposed pulse height restrictions, and plotting

the resulting pulse height spectra as described in Sectien 4.

The pulse height correlations defined in Section 4 were alse

calculated.  The values ef Ed, Es, Ef (maximum allowable feed-

through energy), and the .anticoincidence limit ·were read .from

data cards.  Also read from data cards were the energy scales to

be used in the plotting of the pulse height spectra, the type of

runs to be analyzed (through-peak er double beta decay data), the

run numbers to be skipped, and.any new conversion factors.keyed

by their apprepriate run numbers to be used in place of the con.

version facters on tape.

Since no more than about 20,000 words ef data storage were

available in the computer's central cere memory, it was necessary

to use  auxillary.magnetic .drum .storage  for the pulse height infor-

mation frem acceptable events.

The. time measurement between pulses D and Bl was used to

determine if the anticeincidence pulse was in the proper.pesi-

tien.  This time difference,for a.proper anticoincidence pulse
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was 9.5 Usec.  Any anticoincidence pulse fer which this time

difference.was less than 7.5 usec was.ignored. If ·the D pulse

occurred slightly early or late, then a larger pulse would be

accepted than if it were on time. An event weuld ·net be re-

jected by the anticoincidence:requirement provided that

D  .     <   (1/2 ) D (D.-9.5)2 + D
Pn gate           t

, gate-

Pr

<
D  = 7.5,Y

where D is the measured ahticeihcidence .pulse height.. DPh '  gate

is. the .maximum acceptable anticeincidence ,pulse height,  and

Dt is the time difference. in 'llsecs between pulses D and Bl.



APPENDIX B. DETAILS OF DETECTOR
EFFICIENCY·CALCULATIONS

Estimation of Electron·Energy Losses in the Seurce

Calculations of electron energy losses in matter are

complidated considerably by multiple scattering and statis-

tical fluctuations, or "straggling," ef·energy losses.31

Theoretical expressions for elettron energy losses give the

average energy loss per unit electron path length. The range

of a given electren in a thick absorber, that is, the absorber

thickness which the. electron can just penetrate,,will in

general be much less than the actual path length of.the

electron in the absorber, as indicated ·schematically in

Fig.  Bl. The
Nd203 source thickness of ·'u 50 mg/cm2 repre-

sents an appreciable amount of absorber to a 0.5 Mev electron

as indicated by a mean single scattering angle of 0 600 fer
32·

a normally incident electron.

A relation for the approximate energy loss per unit

thickness of absorber can be obtained by differentiating one

of the many.empirical range-energy relations for monoenergetic

electrons.  The relation chosen for this purpose was that of

33Katz and·Penfold  :

(1.27 - 0.095 lnE)R  = 412 E0

-43-
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where E is the.initial electron energy in Mev.and R  is the

2
extrapelated range, defined in Fig. 82, in mg/cm .  Dif-

ferentiating this expressien, one ebtains

dE dE    E.- (0-2 7  ·-   0..095   lnE)
T(E)    =   -  e   - = (81)dR

dR0 412(1·.27 - 0.19 lnE)· '

2
where R is the abserber thickness in mg/cm .  For a.0.2 Mev·

electron, Eq. (82) gives 3.4 x 10-3 Mev·cm2/mg, and·fer a

-3      2
2.0 Mev·electron, 1,9 x 10 Mev.·cm ./mg.
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Detector Resolution and.Other Effects

The primary effect of detector resolution is the

introduction of energy uncertainty in the pulse height

discrimination levels. What effect this has·on the detec-

tion efficiency depends·upon.the electron energy probability

distributions as well as the width of the detector resolution

function. For ease of calculations, the resolution function

was assumed to be a normal.distribution centered about the

"true" electron energy, E, and with a standard deviation

proportional.to   VF. The standard deviation,  c, is related

te the half-width of the normal distribution by the relation

a = (half-width)/1.177.

The distribution half-widths were assumed to be 30% at

0.5 Mev for detectors.A and C and·50% at 0.5 Mev for detector

B on the basis of the observed·muon through-peak resolutions.

During the analysis of·the double beta decay.data, all

events of the type A·Bl·C·B2 were rejected if an A (or C) pulse

greater than the.required.low energy cutoff was accompanied by

"
a C (er.A) pulse greater than·a predetermined·"feedthrough

level. Therefore any double. beta decays in which an electron

was able to cempletely penetrate .the center plastic .scintil-

later (detector B) and deposit sufficient energy in detector
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A or .C would not be accepted. Events could also be eliminated

by·electrons passing through detectors.A or C.into the anti-

coincidence detector.  The energy deposit in the plastic

scintillators was assumed to be 2.0 Mev/(gm/cm2) along a

straight line path through the,scintillator.  The energy

available to the feedthrough electron was then taken as the

difference between its initial energy and the energy assumed

lost in the first plastic scintillator.  The resolution

funct*on ef the anticoincidence detectgr was also assumed

to be Gaussian, with a half-width of·35% at 0.5 Mev.
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Method of Calculation and Results

A "Monte Carlo" method was used te calculate the detection

efficiencies rather than attempting to perform numerical inte-

grations  of the various distribution functions  over the appro- ·

priate energies and angles.  In this method of calculation,

the electron energies and.angles were chosen at.random with dis-

tributions.given by the theoretical energy and angular distri-

butien functiens, and then tested te see if,they met the condi-

tiens required for detection. The. detection efficiency is .

then ·obtained ·from the, ratio of the number of events accepted to

the total number ef events generated.  The calculatiens were

perfermed on the.Case Univac 1107 digital computer, the ceding

being dene.in 1107 ALGOL. Random numbers between 0.0 and.1.0
30

were  obtained from randem number. tables available .as  part  of ·

the computer seft-ware..

The quantitie.s chosen at ·random . were the·two electron

energies El and·.E2 with energy distributions given by Eq. (1)

fer two neutrino decay and Eq. (5) for no neutrino decay, the

vertical position, Z, of the point in the.source emitting the

two electrons, the angle 01 specifying the direction of the

first.electron, the.azimuthal angle 0 of the direction of the

secend electron about. an ·axis defined  by the direction  of  the

first electron, and the.angle G between the two electron

.
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directions with a distribution given by Eq. (4) or Eq. (6)

for two neutrino or no neutrino decay, respectively. The

meanings of.the angles can be more clearly understood by

refering to Fig. 83.  Angles el and e are defined·in the range

0 to H, and 0 is defined between 0 and 2H.  Once the values

of e and 0 are chosen, the direction of the second.electron,
+
82 in Fig. 83, is uniquely determined.  The angle.02 between
+ +
B  and -k can then be obtained from the relation2

cose2 = sinelsinecost-coselcose.

A block diagram ef the computer program is given in

Fig.   B4. The input.parameters   are  the  low  energy·cutoff,   Ed,
<

the sum.energy cutoff, E , where Es = 2Ed' the acceptable

feedthrough energy,
Ef' the number. of events to be generated,

M, and the seurce thickness, S. The energies are in units of

mec2, and S is·in mg/cm2.

If:both electrons emerge from the same side of·the source,

as denoted by both cosel and.cos02 having the same algebraic

sign, then the "event" is immediately not accepted and.another

try is·made.

If the event is accepted, then electron energies are

reduced by the energy lost in the source as computed from·

Eq. Bl, giving new energies Ei and E2.  If these are both

greater than. 0, then the detector resolution is folded in by
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multiplying each electron energy by the factor

1 + 2.560 F(2N-1 ).,

where 00 is determined from the detector resolution at 0.5 Mev,

E = El or E2 ., and N is a .random number between 0 and 1.  The

result·is·then weighted by the normal.distribution function

Q(E'', E) = e                           (B2)
-(E''-E)2/202E

where E' ' is the result of the above multiplication.  The

weighting is.done.by testing the value of Q(E", E) to see

if it is greater than or equal to a randem number N'.  If

the test fails, or if E'' < 0, then the process is repeated

fer new.values ef.N and N'.  The resulting electron energies

El '  and ··22 '  are then tested to . see .if they· are above  the  lew

energy cutoff, Ed' and if El' + E2' > Es.  If these conditions

are met,.then the possibility of a feedthrough electron is

then checked.  If the .event meets all of the requirement fer

i an acceptable .event,  then ·the "succeed" register is .incre-

mented·by 1 and a new event is generated.  If any.of the condi-

tions.on the event are not met, then the "fail" register is

incremented and a·new event generated.  This process is

repeated until the required number of events have been generated.

Ne attempt ··was made to determine .the effects of scattering

in the source en the final directions ef the electron momenta.

Also not·taken explicitly inte account·was the lack ef
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uniformity of.response of detecter.B. The pulse heighte

requirements on events·in detector B were made en the total

pulse height, rather than on Bl and B2 individually, since

this·was the,procedure used in the final data analysis.

The average energy lost in the source by the electrons

that met.the conditions for detection was.also determined

during the calculation and found to be between 120 ·kev

and'170 kev.for both decay,modes.  This is.about the energy

ene would expect to be lost by 0.5·Mev electrons normally

incident en.an·absorber .of  the same thickness  as the seurce.

The detection efficiency.was found not to be.very.dependent

en the energy lost by an .electron ·in the source; multiplica-

tien ef Eq. (Bl) by 1.25 ·resulted in.a change ef approximately

10% in the values·ef the calculated efficiencies.

Effects of the.angular correlations on the detection

efficiencies was quite pronounced, as one would expect. If

the electron directions were assumed·te be cempletely un-

correlated, the detection efficiency was found to be·reduced

by abeut 30% for both.modes ef decay.  Therefere if scattering

in the seurce tends te destroy·the angular correlation of the

electrons, the efficiency·weuld be censiderably less than

calculated.

As·one weuld expect from·the average electron energies
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invelved, the probability efa. "feedthreugh" electren eccurring

in .the two' neutrino decay  mode was found' to be quite small.     For

the,neutrineless mode, however, the·effect of:feedthreugh elec-

trens was.to reduce·the detectien efficiency by·a factor of 44.

The results. ef the calculation for E  = 0.2 and 0,3·Mev,

Ef = 0.1 Mev, M = 2500, and:various values of E6 are tabulated

in Table.IV.  From the discussion above it should be clear

that ·these results sheuld be. censidered only as fair approxi-

mations.
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TABLE I

150       48
Double Beta Dtcay of.Nd and.Ca

Decay
Half-life (years) Method·of

AuthorsNeutrinoless Two Neutrinos . Determination

Nd + Sm 2 x 10 8 x 10 Theoretical H. Primakoff and S. P. Rosen .
150 150 15*2 20*2                                                      4

18*1                                             6"6 x 10 Greuling and Whitten .
18

>2.x 10 Experimental Cowan, Harrison, Langer and
8

Reines .
18                   17                „                                                                   in>3 x 10 33 x 10 Present work. \JI

2 48     48 15*2 21*2                                                                                                                                                                                               1Ca · + Ti 3 x 10 1 x 10 Theoretical Primakoff and Rosen.

---                                          1 *10 Greuling and Whitten.
19fl

18
>7 x 10. Experimental Dobrokhotov, Lazarenko and

9
Luk'yanov .

>7 x 10 >010 der Mateosian and Goldhaber .
19           17                                                       7

>5 x 10 >10 Shapiro, Frankel, Koicki,
17                  17                            "

Wales, and Wooda.

 'Preliminary results reported in Bul. Am. Phys. Soc. II 10, 424 (1965).



TABLE IIA

Results of Data.Analysis fer First Series of Runsa

150
Nd    Source Between Detectors B and C

b
Run-No.

Events Run Time, A, B·rate A, B B, C rate Bi C
Analyzed Heurs (Counts/Hr. Cerrelation (Counts /Hr. ) Cerrelatien

810c 1396 4.07 80.2 f 4.4 +0.005. 39.1  * 3.1 -0.125
811 2860 8.57 73.0  Y 2..9 -0.150 38.6   * 2.1 -0.001
813 2905 8.94 70.8 + 2.8 -O.176 34.9 t 2..0 -0.030·
814 1491. 4.38 82.4 * 4.3 -0.197 31.9   * 2.·7 -0.028
817: 1469 2.86 78.4   * 5.'2. -0.235 39.2   3.7 +0.058
818a 1451. 3.28 90.8 * 5.3 -0.283 49.4 f 3.9 -O.015
826- 2993 14.85 75.0 Y 2.2 -0.138 35.-8 * 1.5 -0 ·038                         w

827d 1494. 7.27 73.8 * 3.2 -0.125 32.9   * 2.1 -0.048
903 1100. 4.35 9 8.5   * .4.8 -O.160 38.8.* 3.0 -0.018
904. 1467 7.21 76.0 + 3.2 -O.173 28.0   * 2..0 -0.099
909, 1488 7.21 76.3 * 3.3 -0.169 37.3 * 2.3 +0.010
910 2877 13·:.96 71.3 * 2.,3 -0.113 35.6 + 116 -0.007
916 1081 5.30 6 9.1   + .3.6 -0.133 41.3 * 2.8 -0.160.
917 2909. 14.37 69.5 * 2.2 -0.145 3 2.8   + 1. ·5 -O.891
921C 1598 7:78 73.6 * 3.1 -0.114 35·.0 + 2.1 +0.006
922. 3120 15·01.       74.2 * 2.2 -O.176 32.8 * 1.5 -0.079

All 31,699... 129.40 74.88     0.76 -0.144 35.38·* 0.54 -0.049

All  except 1
34.40. i 0.5999.85. 73,02.·* O.86810,817,818224,795 e .-0.148 -0.052

909;add 9211 (95.58)e (76.3 + 0.9) (35.9 * 0.6)e
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TABLE IIB

Results of Data Analysis for Second Series ef·Runsa

150Nd ·Source Between Detectors A and B

'6  ·      ·
Run No. Event a ·-,           -Run -Time, A, B:rate

 

A, 8         8,- C rate  

B, C
Analyzed .. Hours. (Counts/Hr..) Correlation (Ceunts/Hr.) Correlation

1111 3173 \12.12 77.5  * 2.5 -O·031 40.2   * 1:8 -0:109
1112 3190 11.52 81.7 * 2.6 -0.055 36.2.·+ 1.7 -0..261

1116 3099 11.52 83.6  i 2..7 -0.047, 39.6.* 1.9 -0.296

1117 3149. 11.74 74.3  + 2..5 -0.070 34.6 t·1..7 -O..117
\Jl

1119 3193 13.19 78.0.f :2.·4 -0.057 41.4   1.8 -0.170
-4

1123 1597 6.39 76.7 f 3.5 -0.096 37.3 * 2.4 -0.175
1124 3195 12.92 80..0 * 2:5 -O.031 42..2 + 1.8 -0.189

1125 1494 5.90. 76.8 * 3.6 -Q..097 35.9.   2.·5 -0.136

1130 3168 12:76 77.1 & 2.5 -0.042. 4 0.8   + .1.8 -0.083

1201 1599 6.4 4       -              71.4     3.-3 -0.056 47·6·  2.7 -O.191

1

12,7. 3201. 13.. 31 80.0 f 2.5 -0.029 45·9 a .1.9 -0.212

1210 1599 6.67 79.6  *   3:4
:

-0.095 42.6  * 2..5 -0.218

1 All 31,657 -0:047 -O.181
125..16 78.43  ·  0.79 40..39   0.560(119.89) e

(81.9 *«0..8)e (42.2 + 0.6)



TABLE· IIC.

Results of Data.Analysis for Third.·Series of Runsa,

Ne Nd Seurce
150

b
Run No. Event s Run Time,· A, B,rate A, B B, ·   C · rate . B, C

. Analyzed Heurs.· (Counts/Hr.. Cerrelatien ( Ceunt s /Hr., j Correlation
120 1586 8.56 71.7 * 2:9 -0.101 22·.9   f 1..6 -0.011.
12ld 1270 6.58. 70.9   + 3.3 -0.128· 1 7.8    * 1:6 -0:138
12@d 3183 16.16 66.5 & 2.0 -0.131. 1 8. .7  · * 1.1 -0.11Q
129d 1597 8.37- 68.2.* 2.9 -O.090 32.5.·* 2.0 -0.039
201. 1599 8.18 62:5.* 2.·8 -0.105 22.5 + 1.,7 -0.072
202 1599 8.33 64.1 f 2.8 -0.·114 20.4 * 1.6 -0.206

203 3192 16.59 65·3 * 2.0 -0.085 27.1 * 1.3 -0.099
204. 3198 16.· 52 68.7 + 2.0 Wo.117 26.6 * 1.3 -0.154
210 3195 16.24 67.9 * 2.0 -0.086 28.0 .* 1.3 -Q.060

I

1

· All    . 20.,419 105..53 6 7·1 8   + .0.8 0. -0.103 24.49 + 0.48 -0.104

All·except)
74.42 66.90 ·* 0.95 25·44 * 0.58

121,   128,    
14,369 e    -0.112

and 129. (71:95)e (69..2 f 1.0)  -0.099
(2623 * 0.6)
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TABLE:.II  (Continued).

aData analyzed under the following pulse .height restrictiens: anticoincidence
<                                       >pulse   =   50 -kev.1. ceincidence pulses   =   300 kev, feedthreugh pulse   =   100   kev.

bRun·times.cerr.edted  fet.less ef events due.to.  bad · spots  en:'film,  paper tape

punch errors,.etc.
C
Run. rejected on  basis .of .pulse height .correlations.

dRun 'rejected on ,basis ef ceunt rate.
e \url

\.0Corrected fer camera dead-time of 0.6 sec/event.



Table III A

A + B Integral Count Ratesa

Low Energy
Cutoff, Mev (A+B)i (A+B)2 (A+B) (A+B) (A+B)k3                     Co

O.6 76.3*0.9 81.9*0.8 69.2fl.0 69*5 228*14

O.8 75.·8*0..9 79.2*0.8 68.3*1.0 68*5 212*14

1.0 72.6*0.9 71.2*0.8 62.7*0.9 64*5 180*13

1.2 65·3*0:8 59.8*0.7 53.5*0.9 48*4 108*10

1.4 53.8*0.8 45·8*0.6 41.610.8 36*4 59*8

1.6 40.5*0·7 33.5*0.5 29.9*0.6 2713 37*6

1.8 28.4*0.5 23·1*0.4 20.2f0.5 20k3 20*4

2.0 18.4*0..4 15·5*0.4 13.0*0.4 12t2 14*4

2.2 11.7*0.3 9.9*0.3 8.0*0.3 8*2 7*3

2.4 6.5*0.3 5.9f0.2 4.4*0.2 5*1 4*2

2.6 .3..4.*O.·2 3.2f0.2 2.3f0.2 2fl 4*2

2.8 1.9*0.1 1.7*0.1 1.0*0.1 0.8*0.5      0

3.0 0.91to,10 0.93*0.09 0.51*0.08 0.4*0.4      0

3.2 O.40*0.06 0.48*0.06 0.15to.05 0.4*0.4      0

3.4 O.17*0.04 0.26*0.05 O.10*0.04      0         0

3.6 0.07fo.03 0.12k0.03 0.13fO.13      0         0

3.8 0.02*0.61 0.03 0.01       0          0         0

4.0 0·01*0.01·'  0.02*0.01       0          0         0
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Table III B

B + C Integral Count Ratesa

Low Energy·
Cutoff, Mev

(B+C)1 (B+C)2 (B+C) (B+C) (B+C)k3          co

0.6 35.9*0.6 42.2*0.6 26.3*0.6 29*3 128*11

0.8 34.5*0.6· 41.6*0.6 25·9*0.6 27*3 113*10

1.0 30.1+0.6 39.6*0.6 23·8*0.6 23*3 88*10

1.2 24.2*0.5 35·.5*0.5 20.3*0.5 19f3 56*8

1.4 17·8*0.4 29.3*0.5 15·6*0.5 1512 24*5

1.6 12.4*0.4 21.5*0.4 11.3*0.4 11*2 9*3

1.8 7,6*0.3 14.4*0.3 7.8 0.3 8*2 3*2

2.0 4.7*0.2 8.9 0.3 4.6+0.3 4*1 1*1

2.2 2.6*0.2 5.2 i0.2 2.7*0.2 3fl         0

2.4 1.4*0..1 2.9*0.2 1.5fo.1 0.4*0.4      0

2.6 0.81*0.09 1.3*0.1 0.78*0.10      0         0

2.8 0.48*0.07 0.64*0.07 O.49*0.08      0         0

3.0 0.28*0.05 0.28*0.05 0.26*0.06                         0                                      0

3.2 0.15*0.04 0.14*0.03 0.14*0.04      0         0

3.4 0.07to.03 0.08*0.03 0.08*0.03      0         0

3.6 0.04*0.02 0.04*0.02 0.01*0.01      0         0

3.8 0.02*0.01 0.02£0.01 0.0110.01      0         0

4.0 0.01*0.01 0.02*0.01 0.01*0.01      0         0
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Table   III      (Continued)

a
Rates in counts per heur. Subscripts refer to the following

run cenditionsi  (1)  Nd15  source.between scintillators.B and.

150
C.  (2)  Nd    sourde.between scintillators A and.B.  (3)  Dummy

60      40
sources only.  (Co) and (K) refer to.runs.made.with  ·Co        and  K

sources placed on top of main·detector, with dummy sources in

the detector.
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TABLE IV

Results of Double Beta Decay Dstection
Efficiency Calculations

Two Neutrino Decay Mode Neutrinoless Decay Mode

Det. Eff.                         Det. Eff.E.             E                          b            E            EPercent        d        s       Percent         d       s

26 0.40 0.80         14         0.40    5.0

22 0.40 1.50          7         0.40    6.0

19 0.40- 2.00         14         0.60    5.0

14 0.40 2.50 11 0.60    5.5

19 0.60 1.50          7         0.60    6.0

16 0.60 2.00          4         0.60    6.5

13 0.60 2.50

8 0.60 3.00

< 2 Energies given in units of m (2.  An energy deposit of =0.20 m c
e e

2in a third plastic scintillator or <0.1Om c· in the anticoin-
e

cidence detecter is allowed.

bThese values  are. a factor  of #2 greater  i f an energy deposit  of

=8m c2 is allowed in a third plastic scintillator.
e



TABLE V

Half-lives Calculated for the Double Beta Decay of Nd
150

from the Observed. Coincidence.Spectra Count.Rates

Half-life (years) for two neutrino Half-life·(years) for neutrinoless
decay with source between: decay with source between:

Es Es
(Mev) A.and B B and C A and B B and C

(Mev)

0.8 (3..4*0.·4)xlo (4.4*0.4)xlo 2.8 (2.6*0.8)xlo >(5.5x10  )              i
17              17                   18            18 a           &
17                 171.0 (2.6 0.4)xio (3.510.4)xlo [(3.8*0.9)xl018lb
17             17                            18                191.3 (3.4*0.6)xlo (6*2)xlo 3.0 (2.7*0·8)x10 (6t30)xlo
17             171.5 (2.6*0:5)xle (7£2)xlo [(4.lil.·4)xlol8lb

3.3 (2.2*0.6)xlo >(3.7xlo  )
18              18 a

18 b
[(3.4fl.1)x10  ]

aNegative ·count rate.. observed. Limit set using three standard diviations.

bResult obtained if the limits on the acceptable pulse height in a third .scintillator
sheet are eliminated.
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Figure I. Main detector with cover removed.
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Figure 3.  High voltage divider chain for the photo-
multiplier tubes used with the anticoincidence detector.
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Figure 4.  Simplified schematic diagram of a charge
sensitive preamplifier.
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